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Ambitious projects aimed at cloning, mapping and sequencing
the genomes of various organisms, including that of Homo sapi-
ens, have been launched worldwide. In all cases, the fruits of these
labours will provide a solid platform from which to attempt the
larger goal of understanding how genomes result in the organisms
they specify. The success of these international efforts is impres-
sive. So far, complete genomic sequences of 17 organisms, includ-
ing the eukaryote Saccharomyces cerevisiae, have been produced.
The mapping (both genetic and physical) and sequencing phases
of the Human Genome Project are ahead of schedule. Researchers
have catalogued more than 1.1 million expressed sequence tagged
sites (ESTs), corresponding with 52,907 unique human genes1

(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene). However, the function, ex-
pression and regulation of more than 80% of them has yet to be
fathomed. The next phase of the human genome project will place
strong emphasis on assigning function to these genes.

The ability to identify genes at the nucleic acid level rather than
proceeding from a known protein to its chromosomal counter-
part has prompted efforts to likewise extract functional informa-
tion at the nucleic acid level. Two methods are currently in use.
The ‘sequence’ approach has led to the discovery of a wide variety
of sequence motifs encoding structural domains, such as DNA-
binding and nucleotide-binding domains2, thus providing clues
to gene function. Another route for exploring the function of a
gene is by determining its pattern of expression. The accumula-
tion of expression data has yet to reach the point at which it is
possible to speak of expression motifs, but it does suggest that
this is a plausible outcome of the approach3–5.

Various methods are available for detecting and quantitating
gene expression levels, including northern blots6, S1 nuclease pro-
tection7, differential display8, sequencing of cDNA libraries9,10

and serial analysis of gene expression11 (SAGE). Augmenting this
coterie are two array-based technologies—cDNA and oligonu-
cleotide arrays. These allow one to study expression levels in par-
allel3,12,13, thus providing static information about gene
expression (that is, in which tissue(s) the gene is expressed) and
dynamic information (that is, how the expression pattern of one
gene relates to those of others). The high degree of digital data
extraction and processing of these techniques supports a variety
of samples or experimental conditions.

Although both cDNA and oligonucleotide arrays are capable
of analysing patterns of gene expression, fundamental differences
exist between the methods. Here, we focus primarily on technical
aspects of cDNA microarrays, although some comparison with

the oligonucleotide array (see page 20 of this issue (ref. 14)) will
be made where appropriate.

Principle of method
As reviewed by Ed Southern on page 5 of this issue, hybridization
between nucleic acids (one of which is immobilized on a matrix)
provides a core capability of molecular biology15. This method
provides high sensitivity and specificity of detection as a conse-
quence of exquisite, mutual selectivity between complementary
strands of nucleic acids. Historically, most applications of this
method have employed a single, pure, labelled oligonucleotide or
polynucleotide species in the liquid phase and complex mixtures
of polynucleotides attached to a solid support. Transcript abun-
dance is assayed by immobilizing mRNA or total RNA (elec-
trophoretically separated or in bulk) on membranes and then
incubating with a radioactively labelled, gene-specific target. If
multiple RNA samples are immobilized on the same matrix, one
obtains information about the quantity of a particular message
present in each RNA pool.

cDNA arrays alter this strategy in several ways (Fig. 1). In an
array experiment, many gene-specific polynucleotides derived
from the 3´ end of RNA transcripts are individually arrayed on a
single matrix. This matrix is then simultaneously probed with
fluorescently tagged cDNA representations of total RNA pools
from test and reference cells, allowing one to determine the rela-
tive amount of transcript present in the pool by the type of
fluorescent signal generated. Relative message abundance is
inherently based on a direct comparison between a ‘test’ cell state
and a ‘reference’ cell state; an internal control is thus provided for
each measurement (Fig. 2). The scheme is similar when using
radiolabelled probe, but it is not possible to carry out simultane-
ous hybridization of test and reference samples. In such cases,
serial or parallel hybridization is required, introducing the possi-
bility of higher variability in comparisons of expression level.

The adaptable nature of the fabrication and hybridization
methods allows the technique to be applied widely—the only
limitations are the availability of clones for the solid phase and
the quality of RNA samples derived from the cells (or tissues) to
be compared. This is illustrated by diverse applications that
include: investigating gene expression in the roots and leaves of
Arabidopsis thaliana3, human T cells exposed to phorbol ester12,
rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease16, tumori-
genic versus non-tumorigenic cell lines4, the diauxic shift from
anaerobic to aerobic metabolism in S. cerevisiae5,17 (yeast),

cDNA microarrays are capable of profiling gene expression patterns of tens of thousands of genes in a
single experiment. DNA targets, in the form of 3´ expressed sequence tags (ESTs), are arrayed onto glass

slides (or membranes) and probed with fluorescent- or radioactively-labelled cDNAs. Here, we review
technical aspects of cDNA microarrays, including the general principles, fabrication of the arrays,

target labelling, image analysis and data extraction, management and mining.
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murine T cells challenged with 4-phorbol-12-myristate-13-
acetate13 and in Streptococcus pneumoniae18.

Fabrication
Production of arrays begins with the selection of the ‘probes’ to
be printed on the array. In many cases, these are chosen directly
from databases including GenBank (ref. 19), dbEST (ref. 20) and
UniGene (ref. 1), the resource backbones of the array technolo-
gies (see page 25 of this issue (ref. 21)). Additionally, full-length
cDNAs, collections of partially sequenced cDNAs (or ESTs), or
randomly chosen cDNAs from any library of interest can be used.
Arrays for higher eukaryotes are typically based on the EST por-
tions of these projects, whereas for yeast and prokaryotes, probes
are usually generated by amplifying genomic DNA with gene-
specific primers. Given the expense of obtaining clones, produc-
ing DNA from them, and printing them, it is usually preferable to
produce arrays with a low redundancy of representation, so as to
survey the broadest possible set of genes. 

In this regard, the human UniGene database represents an
excellent model of the kind of informational base one needs both
to choose clones and to evaluate expression profiles. It includes a
summary of information about the function of a particular gene,
its genomic location, clones that contain the gene and connec-
tions to other relevant databases and literature sources. On the
other hand, no other organisms have such a well-developed EST
database, a limitation, given that cDNA microarrays also permit
the ‘assay’ of uncharacterized cDNAs (which may represent genes
with informative expression patterns).

cDNA arrays are produced by spotting PCR products (of approx-
imately 0.6−2.4 kb) representing specific genes onto a matrix. These
are usually generated from purified templates, so that cellular con-
taminants do not find their way onto the array. Typically, the PCR
product is partially purified by precipitation, gel-filtration, or both
—to remove unwanted salts, detergents, PCR primers and proteins
present in the PCR cocktail. For both glass and membrane matri-
ces, each array element is generated by the deposition of a few
nanoliters of purified PCR product, typically of 100−500 µg/ml (see
page 18 of this issue (ref. 22)) Printing is carried out by a robot that
spots a sample of each gene product onto a number of matrices in a
serial operation. The first spotting robots relied on contact printing
with a device not unlike a fountain pen. Many variations on this
design are now available (see page 31 of this issue (ref. 21)), in

addition to a ‘spotter’ that is essentially a capillary tube, to which a
low but constant pressure is applied. Non-contact printing modes,
using either piezo or ink-jet devices, are also being evaluated.

The types of membranes commonly used are nitrocellulose
and charged nylon commercial varieties that are used for vari-
ous blotting assays. Glass-based arrays are most often made on
microscope slides, which have low inherent fluorescence. These
are coated with poly-lysine, amino silanes or amino-reactive
silanes12, which enhance both the hydrophobicity of the slide
and the adherence of the deposited DNA. They also limit the
spread of the spotted DNA droplet on the slide.

In most cases, DNA is cross-linked to the matrix by ultraviolet
irradiation. After fixation, residual amines on the slide surface
are reacted with succinic anhydride to reduce the positive charge
at the surface. As a final step, some percentage of the DNA
deposited is rendered single-stranded by heat or alkali (see page
19 of this issue for a detailed description of procedures22). The
state of bound DNA is ill-defined. It is deposited in double-
stranded form, intra-strand cross-linked to some extent, and
may well have multiple constraining contacts with the matrix
along its length (induced by drying the DNA onto the matrix;
Fig. 3). It is therefore probably not the best hybridization probe.
One can imagine that oligonucleotide matrices, with their short
chains and single points of constraint at each chain end, may well
be a far more accessible probe for hybridization. Against this
advantage, however, must be weighed the disadvantages of using
short-chain detectors. Chief among these are the variations in
melting temperature due to AT–GC composition, and the reduc-
tion in specificity due to truncating the number of nucleotides
from hundreds to as few as twenty. A format in which the accessi-
bility of a simply tethered, single-stranded probe could be com-
bined with the specificity of a long probe would provide a
considerable improvement for the field.

Target labelling and hybridization
The targets for arrays are labelled representations of cellular
mRNA pools. Typically, reverse transcription from an oligo-dT
primer is used. This has the virtue of producing a labelled product
from the 3´ end of the gene, directly complementary to immobi-
lized targets synthesized from ESTs. Frequently, total RNA pools
(rather than mRNA selected on oligo-dT) are labelled, to maxi-
mize the amount of message that can be obtained from a given

Fig. 1 cDNA microarray schema. Templates for
genes of interest are obtained and amplified by
PCR. Following purification and quality control,
aliquots (~5 nl) are printed on coated glass micro-
scope slides using a computer-controlled, high-
speed robot. Total RNA from both the test and
reference sample is fluorescently labelled with
either Cye3- or Cye5-dUTP using a single round of
reverse transcription. The fluorescent targets are
pooled and allowed to hybridize under stringent
conditions to the clones on the array. Laser excita-
tion of the incorporated targets yields an emission
with a characteristic spectra, which is measured
using a scanning confocal laser microscope.
Monochrome images from the scanner are
imported into software in which the images are
pseudo-coloured and merged. Information about
the clones, including gene name, clone identifier,
intensity values, intensity ratios, normalization
constant and confidence intervals, is attached to
each target. Data from a single hybridization
experiment is viewed as a normalized ratio (that
is, Cye3/Cye5) in which significant deviations from
1 (no change) are indicative of increased (>1) or
decreased (<1) levels of gene expression relative
to the reference sample. In addition, data from
multiple experiments can be examined using any
number of data mining tools.
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amount of tissue. The purity of RNA is a critical factor in
hybridization performance, particularly when using fluorescence,
as cellular protein, lipid and carbohydrate can mediate significant
non-specific binding of fluorescently labelled cDNAs to slide sur-
faces. For radioactive detection, 33P dCTP is preferred to more
energetic emitters, as array elements are physically close to each
other and strong hybridization with a radioactive target can easily
interfere with detection of weak hybridization in surrounding
targets. As fluorescent labels, Cye3-dUTP and Cye5-dUTP are fre-
quently paired, as they have relatively high incorporation efficien-
cies with reverse transcriptase, good photostability and yield, and
are widely separated in their excitation and emission spectra,
allowing highly discriminating optical filtration.

A clear limitation to the application of this technology is the
large amount of RNA required per hybridization. For adequate
fluorescence, the total RNA required per target, per array, is
50–200 µg (2−5 µg are required when using poly(A) mRNA). For
mRNA present as a single transcript per cell (approximately 1
transcript per 100,000), application of target derived from 100 µg
of total RNA over an 800 mm2 hybridization area containing
200-µm diameter probes will result in approximately 300 tran-
scripts being sufficiently close to the target to have a chance to
hybridize. Thus, if the fluorescently tagged transcripts are, on
average, 600 bp, have an average of 2 fluor tags per 100 bp and
hybridize—all of them—to their probe, approximately 12 fluors
will be present in a 100-µm2 scanned pixel from that probe. Such
low levels of signal are at the lower limit of fluorescence detec-
tion, and could easily be rendered undetectable by assay noise.
Although radioactive targets may have a higher intrinsic
detectability, they too reach a level of dilution that prohibits
effective detection, thus precluding experimentation on very
small numbers of cells (Fig. 4).

A variety of means by which to improve signal from limited
RNA has been proposed. These are being evaluated by our labo-
ratory and many others. Efficient mixing of the hybridization
fluid should bring more molecules into contact with their cog-
nate probe, increasing the number of productive events. This
entails, however, a larger ‘mixing’ volume, which might offset
the potential gain. Methods that produce multiple copies of
mRNA using highly efficient phage RNA polymerases have been

developed23. A version of this approach, in which labelled target
(cRNA) is made directly from a cDNA pool, having a T7 RNA
polymerase promoter site at one end via in vitro transcription,
has been applied to arrays13. Post-hybridization amplification
methods have also been reported in which detectable molecules
are precipitated at the target by the action of enzymes ‘sand-
wiched’ to the cDNA target24. Detection of hybridized species
using mass spectroscopy or local changes in electronic proper-
ties can also be imagined25,26.

Image analysis and data extraction
The highly regular arrangement of detector elements and crisply
delineated signals that result from robotic printing and confocal
imaging of fluor-detected arrays renders image data amenable to
extraction by highly developed, digital image processing proce-
dures. Grids specifying target locations can be readily overlaid
on the images. Local sampling of background can be used to
specify a threshold which true signal must exceed. Mathematical
morphology methods can be used to predict the likely shape and
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Fig. 2 Quantitations from two-colour hybridization. a, A segment of an array to which targets from γ irradiated ML1 cells (red) and untreated ML1 cells (green)
are hybridized. Highly differential hybridization is visible at the detectors for CDKN1A and MYC (boxed). b, Intensity along a horizontal axis running through
CDKN1A and several detectors on either side. The intensity profiles are nearly coincident at each probe except CDKN1A. At CDKN1A, the signal from the unin-
duced cells is near the threshold of detection, whereas the signal from the induced cells is considerably greater.

Fig. 3 Atomic force microscopy of DNA on a microarray. This is a micrograph of
a portion of a hybridization probe from a yeast microarray, taken after the
array was subjected to hybridization. The DNA is clearly deposited at a suffi-
cient density to allow many kinds of strand-to-strand interactions. The width of
the picture represents a scanned distance of 2 µm. Image kindly provided by J.
DeRisi (Stanford) and E. Carr (Hewlett-Packard).
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placement of the hybridization signal. By applying these methods
it is possible to accurately detect even weak signals27 and extract a
mean intensity above background for the target. In contrast,
extraction of data from film or phosphor-image representations
of radioactive hybridizations presents many difficulties for image
analysis. If the array is on a membrane, there is frequently non-
linear warping of the matrix, which means that the observed
array will not have the strict geometric regularity of an array
printed to a stiff matrix, such as glass. This introduces difficulty
in developing highly accurate grids to specify target locations.
The spread of detectable particles from a disintegrating nuclide
to the detector is highly sensitive to variations in distance
between source and detector, and produces a smooth transition
from the highest levels of intensity to background. This ensures
that the image produced by radioactive exposure is composed of
sections at many focal planes, and renders impossible the appli-
cation of single, simple, point-spread functions to reconstitute a
‘focused’ representation of the data. The smoothness of the tran-
sition from maximum signal intensity to background signal
intensity makes consideration of local background for each sig-
nal a difficult proposition as one does not observe an abrupt,
readily discerned transition between signal and background, but
a smooth curve without a sharp derivative.

In carrying out comparisons of expression data using measure-
ments from a single array or multiple arrays, the question of nor-
malizing data arises. All experiments are carried out under
conditions of a large excess of immobilized probe relative to
labelled target. The kinetics of hybridization are therefore
pseudo-first order, and inter-probe competition is not a factor.
Under these conditions, the linear differences arising from exact
amount of applied target, extent of target labelling, efficiencies of
fluor excitation and emission, and detector efficiency can be com-
pounded into a single variable and the information from each
detection channel normalized. It is best to achieve normalization
by adjusting the sensitivity of detection (photomultiplier voltage
with fluorescence or exposure time with radioactivity) so that the
measurements occupy the same dynamic range in the detector.
There are essentially two strategies that can be followed in carry-
ing out the normalization. One is based on a consideration of all
of the genes in the sample, and the other, on a designated subset
expected to be unchanging over most circumstances. In either
case, variance of the normalizing set can be used to generate esti-

mates of expected variance, leading to predicted confidence inter-
vals. In instances of closely related samples, the transcript level of
many genes will remain unchanged, making global normalization
a useful tool. As samples become more divergent, the fraction of
genes showing altered transcript levels increases, and global nor-
malization yields a poorer estimate of normalization than would
be achieved using a subset of constantly expressed genes. Explicit
methods have been developed which make use of a subset of genes
for normalization, and extract from the variance of this subset
statistics for evaluating the significance of observed changes in the
complete dataset27.

An aspect common to all array techniques is the extent of
reliability and variance in measurements. So far, most array
methods have been validated by probing northern blots of the
biological samples. As with sequencing, the best comparisons
and measures of reliability can be made only when large data
sets containing significant repetitions and overlapping data are
freely available. One can, however, clearly envisage strengths
and weaknesses. The simple and highly determined nature of
immobilized hybridization probes in oligonucleotide arrays
make them likely to yield the highest level of reproducibility of
absolute measurement for a given element. The ability of cDNA
arrays to achieve element-by-element normalization with two-
colour fluorescence detection and to use a single, highly specific
immobilized probe could provide the most accurate measure-
ments of relative expression levels. All methods should readily
disclose large changes in transcript levels among those genes
readily detected.

Data management and mining
All array methods require the construction of databases for the
management of information on the genes represented on the
array, the primary results of hybridization and the construction of
algorithms to make it possible to examine the outputs from single
and multiple array experiments (ref. 27; see also, page 51 of this
issue (ref. 28)). Methods applied to microarray data analysis have
essentially been correlation-based approaches that apply methods
developed for the analysis of data which are more highly con-
strained (such a protein or amino acid sequence comparisons)
than at the transcript level. This level of analysis on large data sets
could provide new perspectives of the operation of genetic net-
works. Comparison of expression profiles will undoubtedly pro-
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vide useful insights into the molecular pathogenesis of a variety of
diseases (ref. 29; see also, page 48 of this issue (ref. 30)). It will not,
however, deliver the kind of intimate understanding of the highly
inter-related control circuitry that is necessary to achieve true
understanding of genome function. A number of recent publica-
tions suggest that to achieve this objective, we should reconsider
our perception of transcriptional control as a simple on-off
switch to a model whereby control is analogous to a highly gated
logic circuit, where numerous, often contradictory, inputs are
summed to produce a response31–33. To reach these goals, biolo-

gists must expand the arsenal of tools they use to analyse expres-
sion data—recruiting statisticians and mathematicians to con-
sider multivariant problems of a size never before attempted.
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